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INTRODUCTION
Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is mandatory for any clinical 
suspicion of MS. Given the decreased awareness toward MS in 
Western countries and the difculties of auscultatory diagnosis, MS 
may only be diagnosed when TTE is performed to establish the cause 
of unexplained dyspnea or thromboembolic event. Point of care (POC)  
transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is a limited bedside 
investigation done and interpreted by a physician. TTE is traditionally 
owned, dominated and practised by cardiologists. However, the role of 
echocardiography (echo) has now extended to other specialities 
including anaesthesia, critical care and emergency medicine including 
pre-hospital setting.[1,2,3]

Handheld ultrasound devices
Over the past decade, handheld ultrasound devices are available from 
various manufacturers for clinical use. The utility and clinical 
applications of POC-TTE have been widely used in elective and 
emergency situations.[4] It has proven potential in clinical application 
for rapid assessment and diagnosis of cardiac function.[5] The 
American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) task force document 
gives an overview of handheld ultrasound devices, their utility, 
application and level of training in detail. These devices are miniature 
forms of traditional ultrasound machines with capability to display 
two-dimensional and colour echo and are affordable with comparable 
clarity.[6]

Clinical Application
Pre-operative period
The pre-operative utility of POC TTE extends from patient's admission 
to discharge including the pre-anaesthetic clinic. 

Primary variables and the physical examination have repeatedly 
proven insufcient and inaccurate for haemodynamic evaluation and 
assessment of occult diseases in healthy patients and in high-risk and 
critically ill patients. Besides a detailed bedside clinical history and 
physical examination, POC TTE will be complementary and valuable 
in the pre-operative setting.[3] 

TTE has been demonstrated to be an adjunct tool for detailed pre-
operative evaluation of the cardiovascular status and rapid assessment 
in critically ill or rapidly deteriorating patients.[3]
Intra-operative period
The operating theatre is a unique environment of changing 
physiological milieu with dramatic, acute and unstable situations.[1-7] 
Utilising this tool in a timely manner can help in troubleshooting the 
causes of tachycardia, hypotension and hypoxia when time and 
situation demand. This modality not only helps in the diagnosis but can 
also help in monitoring the therapeutic intervention by the patients' 
clinical response and to titrate the therapy appropriately. 

Routine intra-operative transthoracic echocardiography monitoring
Real-time routine perioperative TTE in non-cardiac surgery could be 
ideal, as history and monitoring may not provide the answer to an 
underlying cardiovascular status in the haemodynamically stable 
patients. TTE before anaesthesia or even in elective outpatient pre-
admission anaesthetic clinics can help clinician in actual decision-

making at the critical time for appropriate management.[7-10] With 
limited teaching and education, non-cardiologist physicians and 
medical students' performance was found to have good accuracy and 
agreement with cardiologists' clinical accuracy after addition of 
TTE.[11-12]   

An algorithm-based approach for hypotension in post-operative period 
can help to identify the true causes of hypotension.[13-14] Causes of 
hypotension after any surgery are likely due to vasodilatation 
secondary to anaesthetics or other medications, or intra-operative 
hypovolaemia. 

POC TTE is helpful to differentiate the above causes in diagnosis and 
management immediately after surgery in the post-anaesthesia care 
unit.

POC TTE can be a useful and excellent adjunct to TOE, as it can be 
done at the bedside and has advantage in interrogating right heart 
structures and ations where TOE is contraindicated. It can be in situ
used during weaning studies as well as in patients undergoing 
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation and in anticoagulated 
patients.[15]

Procedures related to intracardiac devices, pacing wires, prosthetic 
valves and pacemakers are potential sources of traumatic pericardial 
effusion and haemodynamic compromise in the post-operative period. 
However, TTE can be helpful in diagnosing these conditions very 
quickly and assist in pericardiocentesis, particularly in angiography 
suites, cardiac catheterisation and electrophysiology laboratory where 
patients are likely to be anticoagulated with heparin and/or have active 
antiplatelet agents on board. These locations may be unfamiliar or 
hostile and remote locations with limited resources and help. Although 
TTE and TOE are within the cardiologist's domain and expertise, the 
anaesthetist with echo skills can enhance rapid diagnosis and 
treatment. 

Point of care transthoracic echocardiography in trauma and 
resuscitation
Focussed TTE ultrasound is currently recommended by ASE and 
American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) in cardiac arrest 
situation without interruption of standard advanced cardiac life 
support algorithm. It helps to differentiate between pseudo- and true 
pulseless electrical activity (PEA) by diagnosing potentially treatable 
causes, namely, cardiac tamponade, tension pneumothorax and 
pulmonary embolism. Echo has been used to conrm the diagnosis of 
pseudo-PEA and shown to have a better outcome than true PEA in out 
of hospital cardiac arrest patients.[16]

Rapid and accurate diagnosis is vital, particularly during the 'golden 
hour' of trauma resuscitation. Critical care experts and emergency 
physicians are using POC TTE for the diagnosis of haemodynamic 
instability, hypoxia and reversible causes of peri-arrest situations such 
as pulmonary embolism and cardiac tamponade. Focussed assessment 
with sonography in trauma (FAST)  exam  ination can diagnose poor 
cardiac contractility, penetrating chest injuries, cardiac contusions and 
tamponade. Now, FAST scan is an important integral part of advanced 
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life support (advanced trauma life support) algorithm. POC TTE can 
be very helpful to diagnose the causes of hypotension and shock in 
addition to facilitate lifesaving procedure and interventions.[16,17,18]

Education and training opportunities
Various short courses and hands-on workshop opportunities are 
available for non-cardiology specialists to learn TTE in India and 
abroad. These post-graduate courses are available for certication, 
accreditation and reaccreditation. Haemodynamic echo assessment in 
real-time (HEART) scan is conducted by University of Melbourne, 
Australia.[19] This comprehensive on-line educational resource is 
offering certicate courses, diploma and master degree which is 
available at physician's doorstep through distance education, that one 
can study at their own pace, time and location. In India, Perioperative 
and Intensive Care Echocardiography and Ultrasonography 
foundation also has similar type of collaboration with USabcd 
Organisation (Denmark) and conducts basic echo workshop, Focus 
Assessed Transthoracic Echo (FATE) course with online e-reading 
material, complimented with simulator and hands-on human model 
workshop.[20,21] Indian Academy of Echocardiography[22] and 
World Interactive Network Focused on Critical Ultrasound[23] also 
have extensive e-learning, pre-reading materials, courses, workshops, 
conferences, certication and fellowships programmes.

Society guidelines and endorsement
International Liaison Committee on Focused Cardiac Ultrasound 
(FoCUS) for the International Conference on FoCUS has released 
extensive international evidence-based recommendations for FoCUS 
in 2014 and emphasises extensively on clinical application, teaching, 
benets, education and certication principles.[24] Emergency 
physician training in echo for trauma patients, FAST[25] and 
FOCUS[24] is endorsed by ASE and American College of Emergency 
Physicians in their position statement.[26] There are various 

endorsements and emphasis for the inclusion of echo training and 
teaching curriculum by the critical care colleges, namely, American 
College of Critical Care, European College of Critical Care and 
Austral ian and New Zealand College of  Anaesthet is ts . 
[24,25,26,27,28] The position statement and guidelines emphasise on 
acquisition of images and interpretation of a certain number of cases. 
From an Indian doctors' clinical practise perspective, statutory 
permissions as per Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic 
Techniques Act 1994 should be obtained by an individual/organisation 
for the use of ultrasound of any use in any format. In this scenario, a 
radiologist or a cardiologist's opinion, in writing or that of a certied 
echocardiographer, only will stand in a court of law.

Available Point Of Care Transthoracic Echocardiography Protocols
In our opinion and training, HEART scan [29] and FATE[30] protocol 
can be easily merged with routine as well as emergency clinical 
anaesthesia practice. Peri-arrest algorithms and protocols are meant 
for life-threatening crisis situations and need different thinking, 
approach and training and cannot be generalised in elective situations. 
Currently, there is no evidence for recommendations for a xed 
number of clinical cases and clinical hours for POC clinical ultrasound 
and/or echo. 

Limitations and Solutions
Currently, cost and lack of availability of this technology in remote and 
regional locations, particularly in third world countries may be 
limiting factors in its use in routine practice. In addition, unavailability 
of teaching expertise, courses, workshops and accredited university 
degrees are main concerns for lack of training and standards. Incorrect 
diagnosis or misdiagnosis is possible and can cause more patient harm 
than benet. Rigorous standards and presence of credentialing 
authority/licensing body are keys to maintain standards and meet 
medicolegal requirements. Reporting in standard format and cross-
checking by experts from time to time will keep authentication and 
comparing with other imaging modalities for conrmation of 
diagnosis will avoid wrong diagnosis and helps in better patient 
management. Peer review, group discussion, continuous medical 
education, speciality conferences and maintaining a logbook will keep 
echocardiographer knowledge and skill up-to-date and also helps in 
maintenance of continuous professional development (CPD). This 
paradigm shift of POC assessment by non-cardiologist physician will 
improve the competency in managing complex patients. With the rapid 
development of technology and miniaturisation to handheld form of 
ultrasound machines, affordability and access is a reality in near future. 
Accuracy of POC TTE in the hands of novice is comparable with 
expert and has a positive impact on clinical situations.[7,8,9,10,11] It is 
also equally important to refer the ndings of the patients appropriately 

and in timely fashion for long-term management and follow-up with 
cardiologists. Authors also acknowledge the huge task and 
responsibility of teaching and education of already practising 
anaesthetists. Unfortunately, current evidence is based on all 
retrospective data, experts' opinion, consensuses and case studies and 
prospective randomised studies would better assess its usefulness in 
routine practice.[30,31]

ULTRASOUND EDUCATION AND TRAINING
To improve ultrasound teaching and training, there is a need to 
incorporate an ultrasound curriculum within anaesthesia training from 
the foundation years.[31,32] Simulation can also be helpful for 
clinician certication and recertication process.[33,34]

CPD is mandatory and highly warranted. There should be 
departmental resource manual for the guidelines and mandatory 
policies related to available equipment, 

expected performance and annual skill level assessment.[35]
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